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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ENERGY

STORAGE DISPATCH

BACKGROUND

[0001] Renewable energy sources such as solar and wind are not always able to meet

electricity demand. For example, the production of solar energy is greatest during the

middle of the day however, demand for that electricity does not reach a peak until the

evening and early morning hours. To solve this mismatch in supply and demand, energy

storage can be used in conjunction with renewable sources to store electricity when it

is available and discharge it at a later time to serve the electrical load when needed. The

management of charge and discharge functionality can be managed with rules-based

methods. These rules-based methods can become unmanageable due to the amount of

variables affecting the price of electricity and the useful life of the storage asset without

sophisticated algorithms.

[0002] Conventionally, energy storage devices are typically installed at a power

generation site where there are one or more power generation devices (operating from

renewable and/or nonrenewable energy sources). When these power generators are

coupled together, it is a non-trivial task to determine the best time-of-day to charge

and/or discharge the energy storage devices while at the same time maximizing the

usable life of the energy storage device(s) to maximize site revenue.

[0003] What is missing from the art are systems and methods that incorporate

multiple factors (including, but not limited to, an energy storage device model with a

battery life model and consideration of energy requirements of nested power generation

sites positioned lower in a hierarchal structure) when determining control signals or

instructions to either sink locally-generated energy into a local energy storage device,

or source energy from the local energy storage device to electrical loads (either local or

remote to the energy storage device).



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1A schematically depicts a local energy generation plant in accordance

with embodiments;

[0005] FIG. 1B schematically depicts a nested energy generation plant of FIG. 1A

in accordance with embodiments;

[0006] FIG. 2 depicts an energy storage dispatch optimization unit in accordance

with embodiments;

[0007] FIG. 3 depicts an energy site configuration in accordance with embodiments;

[0008] FIG. 4 depicts another energy site configuration in accordance with

embodiments; and

[0009] FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart for a process to optimize energy storage device

dispatch in accordance with embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Embodying systems and methods provide a determination regarding the

optimal time to charge and discharge (i.e., dispatch) an energy storage device within an

energy generation plant through a point of common electric coupling with other energy

generation plants (“EGP”), electric power grids, and/or electrical substations.

[0011] In accordance with embodiments, an energy storage dispatch optimization

algorithm considers the optimization problem by encompassing characteristics and

parameters for one or many energy generation plants, and for the components within

the EGPs. In accordance with embodiments, the optimization algorithm considers the

use life of energy storage devices when determining when it is the optimal time to

dispatch the energy storage device(s) — i.e., charge and/or discharge the energy storage

device.

[0012] An embodying optimization algorithm considers numerous operating

constraints to provide a charge/discharge power profile over a predetermined time



horizon for the energy storage device. In accordance with embodiments, the

optimization algorithm can generate a power shed recommendation signal that captures

an amount of power needing to be shed by energy resources, in order to meet

operational constraints. By inclusion of a battery life model in the optimization

algorithm, the conventional approach of relying on a manually-implemented rules-

based approach to determining when to charge/discharge is eliminated.

[0013] Figure 1A schematically depicts local energy generation plant 100 in

accordance with embodiments. This local EGP includes one or more energy sources

110. These energy sources can be from renewable or nonrenewable sources (e.g., gas

turbine 114, diesel generator 116, and other fossil fuel sources). Also among energy

sources 110 can be photovoltaic panels 113 and wind turbine 112 — hydro, geothermal,

and other renewable sources are also suitable sources. The energy sources can be in

electrical communication with feeder line 160. Local EGP 100 can include energy load

block 120, which is also in electrical communication with feeder line 160.

[0014] Among the energy sources is one or more energy storage devices 118, which

can source (discharge) energy to the feeder line; the energy storage device(s) can also

sink (charge) energy from the feeder line. Embodiments are not limited to optimizing

charge/discharge profiles and providing power shed recommendations for any

particular energy storage technology.

[0015] Local EGP 100 can include one or more nested EGPs 130, . . . , 13N. Figure

1A depicts nested EGP 130, . . . ,13Ν in accordance with embodiments. The nested

EGPs are similar in configuration to local EGP 100, but are nested within the local

EGP. For example, each nested EGP can include one or more energy sources 110A, an

energy storage device 118A, load block 120A, etc., as described herein for local EGP

100. Each nested EGP can also include its own nested EGP 130A, . . . , 13NA. The

inclusion of nested EGPs 130A, . . . , 13NA within nested EGPs 130, . . . , 13N forms

a hierarchical tree of EGPs within local EGP 100. As should be readily understood,

each nested EGP 130A, . . . , 13NA can itself include another set of nested EGPs, which

themselves can include even further sets of hierarchically nested EGPs.



[0016] By way of example, a university can have its own microgrid composed of

multiple individual power generation sites — e.g., hospital, dormitories, classroom

buildings, sports complex, facilities plant, etc. Within each generation site can be one

or more nested generation sites — each dormitory building can have its own power

generation site; the sports complex can include an indoor arena, an outdoor arena,

exercise facilities, each with its own generation site. It should be readily understood

that embodying systems and methods are not so limited, and that other structures and

relationships between the structures are within the contemplation of this disclosure.

[0017] With reference again to FIG. 1A, local EGP 100 and nested EGPs 130,

13N include energy storage dispatch optimization unit 140. Figure 2 depicts energy

storage dispatch optimization unit 140 in accordance with embodiments. An

embodying energy storage dispatch optimization unit can include control processor 210

in communication with data store 220. The control processor can be in direct

communication with the data store, or in indirect communication across an electronic

communication network via communication interface unit 240. Processor unit 212 can

execute executable instructions 222, which cause the processor to perform energy

storage dispatch optimization algorithm 236. Memory unit 214 can provide the control

processor with local cache memory.

[0018] Data store 220 can include data and records accessed by optimization

algorithm 236. This information can include weather forecast records 224, electricity

pricing market data records 226, power demand/load records 228, transmission

constraints records 230, energy storage constraints records 232, and energy storage

operational records 234. The weather forecast records can include expected

environmental conditions (wind forecast and solar radiance, ) for the site location of the

local EGP. Other types of forecast can include fuel price.

[0019] With regard again to FIG. 1A, the energy storage dispatch optimization unit

can provide a charge/discharge profile and a power shed recommendation. The profile

and shed recommendation can be used by energy storage plant control (ESPC) unit 150.

The ESPC unit can perform a supervisory control and data acquisition function for local

EGP 100. For example, the ESPC can monitor and control operation of the energy



sources and the energy storage device. The ESPC unit can act on the charge/discharge

profile from optimization unit 140 to control whether the energy storage device sinks

or sources energy. ESPC unit 150 can control directional flow of power through

coupling point 170, where local EGP connects to a transmission line. The ESPC unit

achieves power flow direction control by controlling a switching network that can

include bidirectional switches, relays, converters, inverters, and the like that are in

electrical communication with coupling point 170, the feeder line, and components of

the local EPG. Energy produced by energy sources 110 can be provided through

coupling point 170 for consumption by loads external to the local EPG.

[0020] Each nested EPGs includes energy storage dispatch optimization unit 140A

and ESPC unit 150, which in combination control the energy flow (sink/source) to/from

the respective EPG. The optimization unit of a nested EPG can, in some situations,

determine that the EPG should store energy generated within the nested EPG without

requiring additional energy from an EPG above it in the hierarchy. If a nested EPG is

sourcing energy (as determined by its optimization unit), it can provide that energy to

an EPG above it in the hierarchy. If a nested EPG’s optimization unit determines that

the EPG requires more energy than it can produce, the EPG can receive energy from an

EPG above it in the hierarchy.

[0021] In some implementations, power generated by local EPG 100 can be

consumed locally by loads in its energy load block 120. For example, the EPG can be

at an industrial, residential, municipal, or hospital facility. Other types and natures of

loads are also within contemplation of this disclosure. Further, locally generated energy

can be consumed by one or more nested EGPs 130, . . . , 13N. In some implementations,

nested EGPs 130, . . . , 13N can source energy to another EGP (for example, EGP 100).

The energy sourced from the nested EGPs can be stored in energy storage device 118,

or sourced through coupling point 170 under control by ESPC unit 150.

[0022] Figure 3 depicts energy site configuration 300 in accordance with

embodiments. This site configuration includes energy generation site 310, which

includes a plurality of local EGPs 101, 103, 105 each in electrical communication

through a respective coupling point with transmission line 315. A first terminal of



electrical substation 320 is coupled to transmission line 315. A second terminal of the

electrical substation can be coupled to power network grid 330 through transmission

line 317.

[0023] Energy can be sourced from energy generation site 310 to substation 320. In

some implementations, energy can be provided from the power network grid through

electrical substation 320 to energy generation site 310. Respective energy storage

dispatch optimization units in each local EGP determines a charge/discharge profile

and power shed recommendation for its respective local EGP. The profile and

recommendation is acted on by respective ESPC units. For example, local EGP 101

can source its energy to transmission line 315; local EGP can sink its energy to its own

internal energy storage device; and local EGP can obtain energy via transmission line

315.

[0024] Figure 4 depicts second energy site configuration 400 in accordance with

embodiments. In accordance with embodiments, energy generation site 310 is in

electrical communication with transmission line junction 410, where the electrical

substation and power network grid are coupled together. In this implementation, power

generated from site 310 can be provided directly to the power network grid, or to loads

that might be also coupled to transmission line junction 410. Similarly, power can be

supplied to loads through the electrical substation. Energy generation site 310 can

receive power directly from the power network grid and/or through the electrical

substation.

[0025] Figure 5 depicts process 500 for implementing an embodiment of energy

storage dispatch optimization algorithm 236. A charge/discharge profile for an energy

storage device that is a component of a local energy generation plant is obtained, step

505. The charge/discharge profile can be obtained from data store records.

Alternatively, the charge/discharge profile can be provided from an energy storage

dispatch optimization unit that accesses information regarding the local EGP, its

component devices, and power market conditions. The available energy generation

capacity for the local EGP is quantified, step 510. This quantification of available

energy for the local EGP can include consideration of the energy requirements for each



(singly, grouping, or entire) nested EGP below it in the hierarchy — i.e., whether the

nested EGP is sourcing/sinking energy, or is energy flow neutral. A degradation factor

for the energy storage device(s) is accessed, step 515. The degradation factor

representing the impact of multiple charge/discharge cycles, stored energy levels, and

other characteristics of the energy storage device.

[0026] The future cost of storing energy in the energy storage device is forecasted, step

520. The forecast provides information on whether the amount of energy being

proposed for storage is monetarily beneficial.

[0027] The forecast future cost can be used in determining, step 525, whether the

energy storage device should be charged to preserve energy for future delivery, or be

discharged to minimize the expense of energy delivery from the local EGP. The time

horizon for this assessment can change based on specific use cases. In some

implementations, the charge/discharge calculus can be based on any timeframe — e.g.,

day/week/month/year/lifetime of the asset.

[0028] If the decision is made to charge the energy storage device, instruction is

provided, step 528, to ESPC unit 150 to sink energy to the energy storage device. The

ESPC unit configures feeder line 160 to sink energy output from energy sources 110 to

the energy storage device. In some implementations, coupling point 170 can be

configured to permit a flow of energy into the energy storage device from external

sources connected to a transmission line.

[0029] If the decision is made to discharge the energy storage device, a determination,

step 530, is made whether a recommendation to shed power was provided. If there is

no power shed recommendation, instruction is provided, step 533, to ESPC unit 150 to

source energy from the energy storage device. The ESPC unit configures the feeder

line to provide energy to one or more load components of the local EPG. In some

implementations, coupling point 170 can be configured to provide energy to the

transmission line. If there is a shed power recommendation, the ESPC unit configures

the feeder line to shed power from the energy storage device and the energy sources of

the local EPG.



[0030] It is possible that one or all of the charge/discharge profile (step 505), the energy

generation capacity (step 510), and/or the degradation factor (step 515) can change due

to variances in the underlying factors and/or parameters used in developing these items.

Process 500 returns to step 505 after the energy storage device is charged (step 528),

discharged (step 533), or the power shed is performed (step 540). The next iteration of

implementing the energy storage dispatch optimization algorithm can use updated

factors.

[0031] In accordance with embodiments, quantifying the energy generation capacity

of the local EPG can include identifying the available energy output of DC and AC

energy generators and the potential demand of loads in the local EPG. The degradation

factor can be based on the energy storage device operating condition from a table or

model, which includes manufacture specifications for the device. Forecasting the future

cost of storing energy can include accommodation for electrical system operator

financial models, power demand models, power purchase agreements, single price

strips or multiple price strips, etc.

[0032] In accordance with some embodiments, a computer program application

stored in non-volatile memory or computer-readable medium (e.g., register memory,

processor cache, RAM, ROM, hard drive, flash memory, CD ROM, magnetic media,

etc.) may include code or executable instructions that when executed may instruct

and/or cause a controller or processor to perform methods disclosed herein, such as a

method of determining an optimal time to dispatch an energy storage device, as

described above.

[0033] The computer-readable medium may be a non-transitory computer-readable

media including all forms and types of memory and all computer-readable media except

for a transitory, propagating signal. In one implementation, the non-volatile memory

or computer-readable medium may be external memory.

[0034] Although specific hardware and methods have been described herein, note

that any number of other configurations may be provided in accordance with

embodiments of the invention. Thus, while there have been shown, described, and



pointed out fundamental novel features of the invention, it will be understood that

various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the illustrated

embodiments, and in their operation, may be made by those skilled in the art without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Substitutions of elements from

one embodiment to another are also fully intended and contemplated. The invention is

defined solely with regard to the claims appended hereto, and equivalents of the

recitations therein.



CLAIMS:

1 . A system to control energy dispatch for an energy storage device ( 118), the system

comprising:

a local energy generation plant (100), the local energy plant including:

the energy storage device, an energy source ( 112, 113, 114, 116), an

energy load block (120), an energy storage dispatch optimization unit (140), and an

energy storage plant control unit (150);

a feeder line (160) connecting the energy storage device, the energy

source, the energy load block, the energy storage dispatch optimization unit, and

the energy storage plant control unit;

the energy storage dispatch optimization unit including a processor (210) in

communication with a data store (220);

the data store including executable instructions (222) that when executed by

the processor cause the processor to perform a method, the method including:

obtaining a charge/discharge profile for the energy storage device;

quantifying an amount of energy generation available from energy source

components of the local energy generation plant;

accessing a degradation factor for the energy storage device;

forecasting a future cost for storing energy in the energy storage device;

evaluating the future cost;

providing instruction to the energy storage plant control unit to increase

energy storage in the energy storage device based on a result of the evaluation;

else, instructing the energy storage plant control unit to decrease energy

storage in the energy storage device; and

shedding power from the energy source components if a recommendation to

shed power was provided.

2 . The system of claim 1, the executable instructions causing the processor to obtain

the charge/discharge profile by accessing profile records in the data store or

developing the charge/discharge profile from one or more parameters for the local

energy generation plant, energy sources and load components of the local energy



generation plant, the energy storage device, environmental conditions, and

electricity distribution market.

3 . The system of claim 1, the executable instructions causing the processor to perform

the method by including in the degradation factor an impact of multiple

charge/discharge cycles, current energy storage levels, and manufacturer life

specification for the energy storage device.

4 . The system of claim 1, the executable instructions causing the processor to forecast

the future cost by applying the degradation factor to operational conditions of the

energy storage device to provide information on the monetary cost for storing the

energy.

5 . The system of claim 1, the executable instructions causing the processor to perform

the method by controlling the energy storage plant control unit to configure a

switch network in response to instructions to increase or decrease the energy

storage.

6 . The system of claim 1, the executable instructions causing the processor to perform

the method by including in the quantifying the amount of energy generation an

energy requirement of a nested energy generation plant (130, . . . , 13N) at a lower

position in a hierarchy that includes the local energy generation plant and the

nested energy generation plant.

7 . A method of energy dispatch for an energy storage device ( 118) component of a

local energy generation plant (100), the method comprising:

obtaining a charge/discharge profile for the energy storage device;

quantifying an amount of energy generation available from energy source

components ( 112, 113, 114, 116) of the local energy generation plant;

accessing a degradation factor for the energy storage device;

forecasting a future cost for storing energy in the energy storage device;

evaluating the future cost;



providing instruction to an energy storage plant control unit to increase energy

storage in the energy storage device based on a result of the evaluation;

else, instructing the energy storage plant control unit (150) to decrease energy

storage in the energy storage device; and

shedding power from the energy source components if a recommendation to

shed power was provided.

8 . The method of claim 7, obtaining the charge/discharge profile by accessing profile

records in a data store (220) or developing the charge/discharge profile from one

or more parameters for the local energy generation plant, energy sources and load

components of the local energy generation plant, the energy storage device,

environmental conditions, and electricity distribution market.

9 . The method of claim 7, the degradation factor including an impact of multiple

charge/discharge cycles, current energy storage levels, and manufacturer life

specification for the energy storage device.

10. The method of claim 7, forecasting the future cost including applying the

degradation factor to operational conditions of the energy storage device to provide

information on the monetary cost for storing the energy.

11. The method of claim 7, the energy storage plant control unit configuring a switch

network in response to instructions to increase or decrease the energy storage.

12. The method of claim 7, including in the quantifying the amount of energy

generation an energy requirement of a nested energy generation plant (130, . . . ,

13N) at a lower position in a hierarchy that includes the local energy generation

plant and the nested energy generation plant.

13. A non-transitory computer-readable medium having stored thereon instructions

(222) which when executed by a processor (210) cause the processor to perform a



method of energy dispatch for an energy storage device component ( 118) of a local

energy generation plant (100) , the method comprising:

obtaining a charge/discharge profile for the energy storage device;

quantifying an amount of energy generation available from energy source

components ( 112, 113, 114, 116) of the local energy generation plant;

accessing a degradation factor for the energy storage device;

forecasting a future cost for storing energy in the energy storage device;

evaluating the future cost;

providing instruction to an energy storage plant control unit (150) to increase

energy storage in the energy storage device based on a result of the evaluation;

else, instructing the energy storage plant control unit to decrease energy

storage in the energy storage device; and

shedding power from the energy source components if a recommendation to

shed power was provided.

14. The medium of claim 13, the executable instructions causing the processor to obtain

the charge/discharge profile by accessing profile records in a data store (220) or

developing the charge/discharge profile from one or more parameters for the local

energy generation plant, energy sources and load components of the local energy

generation plant, the energy storage device, environmental conditions, and

electricity distribution market.

15. The medium of claim 13, the executable instructions causing the processor to

perform the method by including in the degradation factor an impact of multiple

charge/discharge cycles, current energy storage levels, and manufacturer life

specification for the energy storage device.

16. The medium of claim 13, the executable instructions causing the processor to

forecast the future cost by applying the degradation factor to operational conditions

of the energy storage device to provide information on the monetary cost for

storing the energy.



17. The medium of claim 13, the executable instructions causing the processor to

perform the method by controlling the energy storage plant control unit to

configure a switch network in response to instructions to increase or decrease the

energy storage.

18. The medium of claim 13, the executable instructions causing the processor to

perform the method by including in the quantifying the amount of energy

generation an energy requirement of a nested energy generation plant (130, . . . ,

13N) at a lower position in a hierarchy that includes the local energy generation

plant and the nested energy generation plant.
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